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Abstract

Patent Research: How a Patent Document Resists Searching

Patents, being both technical and legal documents that are easily available in an 

analysis-friendly format, can lure unsuspecting researchers to struggle with many 

unknowns in the data as presented. The liberties that inventors and lawyers take with 

the language used is a balance between the scientist’s technical discussion coupled with 

a duty of disclosure and the assignee’s demands not to give any additional information 

to a competitor in light of the patent attorney’s intent to fully protect a client’s rights 

under the umbrella of international patent law. Patents are further complicated by 

variances in patent families which can lead to double counting of inventions, 

classification codes which vary quite dramatically, changes in the law which can 

influence a patent drafter’s lexicography, and even problems introduced by the very 

forms used to apply for patents. Citation analysis, a staple of academic research, can also 

be clouded by different influences that are unique to patents, including the sometimes 

competing intent of the examiner and the applicant. These various interests add up to a 

document that has hidden traps for the unwary researcher. This presentation discusses 

many of these issues as an aid to patent analysis. 
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The expectations of patents

What people expect from patents
•A comprehensive description of a new invention, including enough information 
to practice the invention once the patent runs out

•A legal claim covering the metes and bounds of the invention so that others 
can avoid infringing

What the reality is

•A sometimes verbose listing of examples accompanied with some text in the 
general area of the invention which meets the legal minimums to define a 
patent

•An overly-cautious description of the invention just barely within the bounds of 
the prior art, all written in obscure legalese
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Issues

• Source of the information is dependent upon the patent drafter, which 
sometimes is a pro se applicant, writing her own documents

• Typically, a patent office will help a pro se person with an application

• Offices are also more forgiving if non-professionals execute an 
application

• But, they still have to abide by the same rules and procedures

• Patent offices have many standards, but local customs prevail

• Applicants sometimes have ulterior motives for writing a patent the way they 
do

• Data processing introduces errors

• The entire system has unintentional errors which can be magnified in patent 
research

• If the original documents cannot be trusted, how can searchers be expected 
to find the right data or patent analysis to work correctly?
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Patent drafting issues

Applications
•Titles are the legal minimums

•Abstracts are quite often a rewritten version of the first claim

•Patent drafters have no intention to write a patent so it is searchable; they 
write it to be able to protect their client

•Applicants sometimes will add more information than is necessary with the 
idea that they can broaden the claims later if something in the prior art is found

Patents
•Titles are quite often improved over applications, but still can be lacking

•Claims can differ significantly from the application because they have 
undergone examination

•Text is difficult to change as new matter is not allowed and any new material 
can be considered new matter
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Patent drafting issues

Patent drafting wisdom

• Many drafters compose the claims first and then copy the first (broadest) 
claim into the abstract field

• This saves times, but more importantly…

• This is done to insure that the claims always have an antecedent
basis – that is, every claim must be supported in the text of the  

patent

• Words are often broadened to enlarge the scope of the claims

• Word order is often turned around

• In English, adjectives precede subjects (red car)

• In patents, the opposite is often true (a car having the color red)
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Patent drafting issues
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Reading the legal content of a patent 
– the claims
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Claims

•Claims are the legal portion of a patent and contain terminology that describe 
the metes and bounds of the invention

•Claims are couched in several hundred years of case law and court 
interpretations

•Terms used in one country will often be adopted by other countries, typically 
(thankfully) with the same meaning

•“Comprising,” for example, means having at least the following properties and
“Consisting of” means having exactly the following properties; so the first is 
broadest

•Claims are one sentence long
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Drafters cause their own problems 
(US  2004/161257)
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Drafters cause their own problems 
(US  2004/161257)
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Terms of art
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Prophetic Examples

•Typically, these patent documents claim technology that should work, though it 
was not necessarily tried

•Perpetual motions machines typically have to be proved, however; in some 
cases by submitting a working model

•Very difficult to discern prophetics, but one thing they share is the use of the 
present tense; instead of “We combined A with B, “ they indicate that, “You 
combine A with B”

•Chemical Abstracts began indexing prophetic examples found in patents due 
to demand from users
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Prophetic example (US 6,025,810 
“Hyper Light Speed Antenna”)
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Being one’s own lexicographer

at least one trigger; said trigger pivotally connec ted to 
said body; said trigger  releasably connected to said 
catheter...d) activating said launching means such that 
said catheter is  urgingly displaced axially along 
said needle...
(Similar language found in thousands of patents)

Abstract: A transmitter for hydraulic  control   
controlled by a  controlling member including a 
hydraulic chamber having a piston mounted thereto b y 
means of a joint. The hydraulic chamber defines a 
pressure chamber with variable volume connected to a 
hydraulic line. A reservoir is connected to the 
pressure chamber….
US Patent 6298968
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Searching patents

• Titles are not the best thing to use to limit in a search
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Patent numbers buried in text
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Patent numbers buried in text
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Patent numbers buried in text
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Patent numbers buried in text
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Patent numbers buried in text
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Application numbers/series
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Application numbers/series
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Issues with authors
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Inventor address can help
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Attorney name and address can help
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Specific data problems

•Many fields are not checked for accuracy by the patent offices

•Some of this data can come in handy (if accurate) in searching for background 
on inventors
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Inventor address can say a lot
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Issues with authors and 
transliterations
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Issues with authors and 
transliterations
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Indexing differences

•Different indexing systems are used by various offices

•Not all systems are applied equally
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Indexing differences (US 7,132,293)
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Indexing differences (US 7,132,293)
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H1N1 patents (using class codes) by 
priority date
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Other fields

Patent citations
•Applicants will cite prior patents and literature to show the differences between 
their inventions and the prior art

•It is difficult to use these citations to invalidate the patent, so applicants are 
encouraged to use as many as possible

•Other reasons why patents are cited is because they are close or…

•An inventor who leaves a company and wants to avoid prosecution for stealing 
ideas may wish to cite his old work to protect himself

•Citations are a language-independent and indexing-independent method of 
indexing done by the public at large
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Patent citations
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In order to be patented, drawings are 
often required…
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Drawings maybe…pandering, well...?
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Issues not covered

•Optical Character Recognition rewriting and misinterpretation of text

•Photocopy problems (some authorities use circles for INID numbers which 
after the second generation copy, look like black dots instead of circles with 
numbers inside

•Patent family variations

•Applicants have determined that if they do not fill in the assignment information 
until the application publishes, outsiders would have a hard time finding the 
company that owns the application.  Thus, by waiting until the application 
publishes, under the names of the inventors, anyone doing current awareness 
will not be able to find this application until the patent issues…or the searcher 
looks for all documents by naming all the inventors working for that company!

•And then, there’s Markush…
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Summary

• Searchers have to be aware that many errors/omissions/strange data work 
their way into patent documents, sometimes unintentionally

• The patent drafter uses techniques to save time (like copying claims into the 
abstract) which can also guarantee that the claims will have antecedent 
bases for all terms

• Sometimes these goals add unusual artifacts in a patent document

• Patent offices do a generally superior job in processing patent documents, 
but they are strapped with millions of documents with any manner of issues

• Searchers have to be advised of these differences and make the best 
accommodation to the data, no matter what the reason
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Thank you for your time
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